Traditionally, recommender systems for the web deal with applications that have two dimensions, users and items. Based on access data that relate these dimensions, a recommendation model can be built and used to identify a set of N items that will be of interest to a certain user. In this paper we propose a multidimensional approach, called DaVI (Dimensions as Virtual Items), that consists in inserting contextual and background information as new user-item pairs. The main advantage of this approach is that it can be applied in combination with several existing two-dimensional recommendation algorithms. To evaluate its effectiveness, we used the DaVI approach with two different top-N recommender algorithms, Item-based Collaborative Filtering and Association Rules based, and ran an extensive set of experiments in three different real world data sets. In addition, we have also compared our approach to the previously introduced combined reduction and weight post-filtering approaches. The empirical results strongly indicate that our approach enables the application of existing two-dimensional recommendation algorithms in multidimensional data, exploiting the useful information of these data to improve the predictive ability of top-N recommender systems.
Introduction
Most web sites offer a large number of information resources. Finding relevant content has, thus, become a challenge for users. Recommender systems have emerged in response to this problem. A recommender system for the web is an information filtering technology which can be used to recommend a set of items (e.g., movies, musics, books, news, images, web pages, etc) that are likely to be of interest to the user (Resnick & Varian, 1997; Sarwar et al., 2000a) . One of the best illustrations for such a recommender system is the one deployed by the Amazon web site 1 , which informs a user that "Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought ..." or "Customers Viewing This Page May Be Interested in These Sponsored Links ..." (Schafer et al., 2001; Linden et al., 2003) .
Traditionally, the data that are most often available for recommender systems are web access data that represent accesses from users to pages. Therefore, the most common recommender systems focus on these two dimensions. Based on access data that relate these dimensions, a recommendation model can be built and used to identify a set of N pages that are expected to be of interest to a certain user. However, other dimensions, such as time and type of content (e.g., the musical genre that a page concerns in a music portal) of the accesses, can be used as additional information, capturing the context or background information in which recommendations are made in order to improve their performance. For example, in a news delivery web site it is important to determine which articles should be recommended to a user. On weekdays a user might prefer to read world news in the morning and stock market reports in the evening. On weekends, the preference may go to sport news. As another example, the songs recommended by a click and play web site to a user who is interested in rock should be different from the ones that are recommended to a user who is interested in pop music. As still another example, a recommender system may indicate different movies depending on whether the user is going to see it together with his/her partner on Saturday night or with his/her friends on a weekday. As a final example, a recommender system may suggest different vacation packages in summer or in winter.
According to (Adomavicius et al., 2005) , multidimensional recommender systems extend traditional two-dimensional recommenders by handling multiple dimensions following the multidimensional data model used by data warehouses and OLAP applications. More formally, given the dimensions D 1 , D 2 , ..., D t , where each dimension D represents a set of values of attributes (e.g., users, items, days and/or months of the accesses, etc), we can define the recommendation space for these dimensions as a Cartesian product D 1 × D 2 × ... × D t . Moreover, let be a set of recommendations R, where each R is a set of recommended items. Then, we can define the multidimensional recommendation model M over the space D 1 × D 2 × ... × D t , where t > 2, as
In this paper we present a multidimensional approach, called DaVI (Dimensions as Virtual Items), that consists in inserting contextual and background information as new user-item pairs. The main advantage of this approach is that it can be applied in combination with several existing twodimensional recommendation algorithms in order to improve the predictive ability of those algorithms. The DaVI approach was introduced in an earlier workshop paper (Domingues et al., 2009) , where preliminary ideas of the approach were described focusing on contextual information and context-aware recommender system. Lately, we realized that the DaVI approach could also be used with background information besides contextual information. Then, in (Domingues et al., 2011) , we formalized the DaVI as a multidimensional approach that can make uses of contextual and background information, and presented a preliminary result of its use. In this paper we discuss the DaVI approach in a significantly greater depth.
Contributions of the paper
As part of this work, we have adapted the categorization of contextaware recommender systems proposed by (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2008) to multidimensional recommendation approaches. We have also formalized our DaVI approach and demonstrated how it can be applied on two different top-N recommendation techniques, Item-based Collaborative Filtering and Recommendation Based on Association Rules. We also analyzed the computational complexity of our approach using these two recommendation techniques.
An important issue is which dimensions should be used by the DaVI approach, given that some dimensions are more informative than others. To address this issue, in this work we have proposed three different algorithms. The first one, called DaVI-BEST, evaluates and selects the best dimension in a data set to build the multidimensional recommendation model. The second algorithm, called DaVI-FS, combines the DaVI-BEST with a sequential forward selection algorithm in order to select the best combination of dimensions to build the model. The last algorithm, called DaVI-ALL, consists in the simple idea of applying the DaVI approach on all existing dimensions in a data set, at the same time, to build the multidimensional model.
Finally, we ran an extensive set of experiments in three different real world data sets to evaluate the effectiveness of the DaVI approach and its three algorithms. We also compared our approach against two other approaches proposed in the literature: combined reduction-based approach (Adomavicius et al., 2005) and weight post-filtering approach (Panniello et al., 2009 ). Additionally, we analyzed the scalability of the three DaVI algorithms with respect to the number of dimensions available in a data set for building a multidimensional model.
Organization of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the main multidimensional recommendation approaches proposed in the literature. In Section 3 we describe our multidimensional approach. In the proposed approach, it is important to accurately determine which dimensions should be included in the model, given that some dimensions are more informative than others. In Section 4 we address this issue by proposing three different algorithms: DaVI-BEST, DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL. In Section 5 we empirically evaluate the three algorithms to answer three research questions: 1) Is DaVI-BEST algorithm able to take advantage of useful information in multidimensional data to achieve better predictive ability than a two-dimensional recommender algorithm?, 2) Does the use of more than one additional dimension (DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms) provide better predictive ability than using the single best dimension (DaVI-BEST algorithm)?, and 3) Does the DaVI-BEST algorithm present better predictive ability than other multidimensional algorithms proposed in the literature? Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary of the work, its contributions and possible paths for further development (Section 6).
Related Work
In this section, we review some of the main multidimensional recommendation approaches proposed in the literature. We characterize them according to an adaptation of the taxonomy proposed by (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2008) . We divide methods into filtering, algorithmic and transformational. Filtering methods handle different values of the dimensions separately and are further divided into pre-and post-filtering methods. In pre-filtering, the additional dimensions are used to filter out irrelevant items before building the recommendation model. In post-filtering, the values of the dimensions are used to reorder or filter out recommendations after building the recommendation model. Algorithmic approaches consist of changing the recommendation algorithm, such that it is able to handle the additional dimensions. Finally, transformational approaches transform the original data taking the values of the dimensions into account.
Filtering approaches
The first multidimensional approach for recommender systems has been proposed by (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2001a,b) and extended in greater depth in (Adomavicius et al., 2005) . This is a pre-filtering approach, called combined reduction-based, which uses additional dimensions as labels for segmenting sessions. Segmented sessions are used to build the recommendation models. Here, a segment is defined as a subset of the overall set of sessions selected according to the values of attributes of an additional dimension or combinations of these values. Basically, the approach segments the sessions and determines for each segment, whether the extra dimensional information outperforms the traditional recommendation method. Then, given a particular active session, it chooses the best dimensional segment and applies the two-dimensional recommendation algorithm on the segment to build a model and make the predictions. By segmenting sessions, the reduction-based approach reduces the problem of multidimensional recommendation to the traditional two-dimensional recommendation problem. Thus, all previous twodimensional recommendation algorithms can be used for multidimensional recommendation.
Some pre-filtering approaches have been combined with OLAP. In (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2001b; Adomavicius et al., 2005) , OLAP multidimensional data handling capabilities are integrated into recommender systems by defining three basic concepts for recommender systems: 1) multiple dimensions, 2) profiling capabilities, and 3) aggregation capabilities. Based on these three multidimensional concepts, Weng et al. (Weng et al., 2009 ) implement a multidimensional recommendation structure and evaluate it on a movie web site. Additionally, the authors define the multi-facet concept for their multidimensional structure and use it to explain the ratings at multiple levels of OLAP hierarchies. In (Li et al., 2007) , the multidimensional collaborative filtering approach proposed by Adomavicius et al. (Adomavicius et al., 2005 ) is used to provide top-N recommendations in a framework for mobile commerce (m-commerce).
In (Panniello et al., 2009) , the authors analyze the use of additional dimensions (contextual information) in pre-and post-filtering approaches. For pre-filtering, the authors have used the approach proposed by (Adomavicius et al., 2005) . On the other hand, for post-filtering, they have proposed two approaches: Weight and Filter. In post-filtering, we first ignore the additional dimensions in the data set and apply a traditional two-dimensional algorithm to build the recommendation model. Then, we compute the probabilities of users access items under a given additional dimension. The probability P d (u, i), with which a user u accesses an item i under the additional dimension d, can be computed as the number of neighbors (users similar to u) who access the same item under the same dimension, divided by the total number of neighbors (Panniello et al., 2009) . Finally, the probability P d (u, i) is used to reorder (Weight approach) or filter out (Filter approach) the two-dimensional recommendations.
Algorithmic approaches
Lu et al. (Lu et al., 2008) propose a multidimensional recommendation model based on the Resource Space Model (RSM), which is defined as a semantic model for uniformly specifying and organizing resources in normal forms (Zhuge, 2004 (Zhuge, , 2007 . The authors also propose a collaborative filtering approach based on reduction-aggregation to predict ratings, and a multidimensional recommendation operation language (MROL) to exploit their multidimensional model.
An attribute-aware item-based collaborative filtering algorithm is proposed by (Tso & Schmidt-Thieme, 2005) . The algorithm exploits the additional attributes/dimensions by changing the distance function, which computes the similarity between pairs of items, to include such attributes. In (Cho et al., 2006) , the authors propose a technique to measure the similarity between ratings allocated for additional dimensions (contextual information) and ratings allocated for items. In the recommendation process, the calculated similarities are used as weights for items to reorder the recommendations.
Transformational approaches
In (Baltrunas & Ricci, 2010) , the authors propose a prediction approach that splits the ratings of an item into two subsets according to the value of a contextual variable (additional dimension). They claim that the split can be beneficial if the ratings within each newly obtained subset are more homogeneous and/or if the two new subsets are significantly different. The approach first splits the ratings of the items into two subsets, creating two new artificial items from each original item. The split is based on the additional dimension and the ratings in each resulting subset correspond to a certain value of the dimension. For instance, the ratings may have been obtained in "winter" or in "summer", and in this case, the additional dimension is the season. Then, the approach tests if the two new items are significantly different. If this is the case, the original item in the ratings matrix is replaced by the two new items. When predicting a rating for an active session, the corresponding value of the active session is considered and can then be used.
In (Hosseini-Pozveh et al., 2009) , the authors exploit additional dimensions (contextual information) in order to create new ratings data sets for recommender systems. Firstly, the different contexts are clustered according to the usage patterns of the users. For example, if the same item is accessed in two different contexts, these contexts will be regarded as similar. Thus, a cluster can contain the ratings of users under different contexts. Next, the ratings from a user to an item under different contexts are aggregated and a new user representing the aggregated ratings is created. Finally, all new users are selected in order to create a new data set that is used to build a two-dimensional model and generate the recommendations.
Summary
In Table 1 , we summarize the classification of the multidimensional recommender systems discussed above plus our own method presented in this paper. As we can see, most proposals are pre-filtering approaches. Our proposal (DaVI), which is described in the next section, is classified as transformational, since we transform the initial dataset by combining the usage information with the additional dimensions. 
Dimensions as Virtual Items (DaVI)
In this section, we present our approach, called DaVI (Dimensions as Virtual Items), that exploits multidimensional data using existing two dimensional recommender systems. The idea is to treat additional dimensions as virtual items, using them together with the regular items in a recommender system. Here, we assume that virtual items are only used to build the recommendation model. On the other hand, regular items are used to build the model and they can also be recommended.
Let p be the number of users U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u p } and q the number of all possible items that can be recommended I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i q }. In addition, we have other dimensions (e.g., contextual or background information),
For example, the dimension Hour can define a set of integer values from 1 to 24. Now, let j be the number of historical multidimensional sessions in a web site S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s j }. Each session s is a tuple defined by a user u ∈ U , a set of accessed items I s ⊆ I and a set 
we have defined the DaVI approach as an operator that converts a set of multidimensional sessions into a set of extended two-dimensional sessions,
where S is the set of extended two-dimensional sessions, S is the set of multidimensional sessions and D ⊆ D is a set indicating which dimension values in S must be converted to virtual items. Once we have a set of extended two-dimensional sessions S , building/ learning a multidimensional recommendation model M consist in applying a two-dimensional recommender algorithm on S . We illustrate the learning process using the DaVI approach in Figure 1 , where the values of the additional dimension Hour are used as virtual items. Finally, to generate the recommendations, we use the multidimensional model M providing to it with the items and additional dimensions (transformed in virtual items by the DaVI approach) from the active user session s a = u a , I s a ∪ D s a as follows:
where I s a ∪ D s a is referred to a set of observable items O, and it contains the items (I s a ) and dimension values (D s a ) which are, respectively, the regular and virtual items from the active user session s a . R is a set of items/recommendations, such that R ⊂ I and R ∩ O = ∅, that are the most relevant/interesting for the user u a according to the model M . As stated before, virtual items can not be recommended. Thus, we apply a filter on the recommendations generated by the model M in order to guarantee that the model will never recommend virtual items. One important advantage of our approach is that it can be applied to different recommendation methods. This means that DaVI makes it easy to apply existing recommender algorithms to multidimensional data and obtain multidimensional models without changing the algorithms. In the following sections we demonstrate how to apply DaVI with two different top-N recommender algorithms: Item-based Collaborative Filtering and Association Rules based.
Item-Based Collaborative Filtering
The Item-based Collaborative Filtering technique analyzes web items in order to identify relations among them (Karypis, 2001) . Here, the twodimensional recommender model M is a matrix representing the similarities between all the pairs of items, according to a similarity metric. An abstract representation of a similarity matrix is shown in Table 2 . Each item i ∈ I is an accessed item, for example, a web page. 
According to (Deshpande & Karypis, 2004a) , the properties of the model and consequently the effectiveness of this recommendation algorithm depend on the method used to calculate the similarity among the items. To calculate the similarity between pairs of items, for example, i 1 and i 2 , we first isolate the users who have rated both of these items, and then, we apply a metric on the ratings to compute the similarity sim(i 1 , i 2 ) between i 1 and i 2 . In (Sarwar et al., 2001) , the authors present three metrics to measure similarity between pairs of items: cosine angle, Pearson's correlation and adjusted cosine angle. In this paper, we use the cosine angle metric, defined as
where − → i 1 and − → i 2 are rating vectors with as many positions as existing users in the set U . The operator "." denotes the dot-product of the two vectors. In our case, the rating vectors are binary. The value 1 means that the users accessed the respective item. The value 0 is the opposite.
Once we obtain the recommendation model, we can generate the recommendations. Given an active session s a containing a user u a and its set of observable items O ⊆ I, the model generates the N recommendations as follows. First, we identify the set of candidate items for recommendation C by selecting from the model all items i / ∈ O. Then, for each candidate item c ∈ C, we calculate its similarity to the set O as
where K c is a set with the k most similar items (the nearest neighbors) to the candidate item c. Finally, we select the N candidate items with the highest similarity to the set O and recommend them to the user u a .
When we apply DaVI to the Item-based Collaborative Filtering algorithm, it first adds extra user-item pairs in the data set, where the item represents a dimension value (virtual item). Then, using this new data set as input, the recommendation algorithm creates a similarity matrix with rows and columns for each regular and virtual item, and calculates the similarity values between all the pairs of items.
A representation of a similarity matrix with the additional dimension Table 3 . The recommendations are generated as described above. For an active session s a occurring, e.g., at hour 10, the recommendations are the set of items that are the most similar to its set of observable items O ⊆ I s a ∪d 10 , which contains regular items (I s a ) and the hour 10 (d 10 ) as a virtual item. Although the multidimensional data are used by the model, only items are recommended. 
The rationale behind DaVI with the Item-based Collaborative Filtering is that the similarity between a given item and a dimension value is higher if the item tends to be accessed at that dimension value. This way, the relation between items and the dimension values (virtual items) is captured. For example, the similarity between a given item and a particular hour is higher if the item tends to be accessed at that hour. When a recommendation is made for an active session, the value of the dimension on that particular session is used to provide the additional information. For example, the hour of the day the active session is taking place is also used to generate the recommendations.
Recommender System Based on Association Rules
A two-dimensional recommender model M based on association rules is a set of rules. Each rule m has the form m : X → Y , where X ⊆ I and Y ⊆ I are sets of items and X ∩ Y = ∅. Each association rule is characterized by two metrics: support and confidence. The support of a rule in a data set S, where S is a collection with j sets of items (or sessions), is defined as
where |X ∪ Y | is the number of sessions in S that contain all items in X ∪ Y and j is the number of sessions in S.
The confidence of a rule is the proportion of the number of sessions which contain X ∪ Y with respect to number of sessions that contain X, and can be formulated as
Discovering all association rules from a data set S consists in generating all rules whose support and confidence are greater than or equal to the corresponding minimal thresholds, called minsup and minconf. The classical algorithm for discovering association rules is Apriori (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) .
To build the recommender model M using association rules, each session is represented as a set of pairs < s, i > with the same s, where s and i respectively identify the session and the accessed item. These sessions are used as input to an association rules algorithm to generate a set of rules.
Once we have the model, we can make recommendations, R, to a new session. Given an active session s a containing a user u a and its set of observable items O, we build the set R as follows (Jorge et al., 2002 (Jorge et al., , 2003 :
To obtain the top-N recommendations, we select from R the N distinct recommendations corresponding to the rules with the highest confidence values.
Extending association rules to handle additional dimensions by applying DaVI consists in including extra pairs < s, i > into the former set of sessions, where the item represents a dimension value (virtual item). For example, to use the dimension Hour = {1, 2, ..., 24}, we add extra pairs < s, d > to the respective sessions, where d represents the hour of the day when the sessions occurred. The set of augmented sessions is used as input by an association rules algorithm to generate extended rules such as
which means a person who accesses the items i 1 and i 2 at around 10 tends to access the item i 4 .
Once we have a set of extended rules M , we can output the set of recommendations R using the equation 8. In this case, the set of observables O contains regular and virtual items. Moreover, although some rules can contain virtual items in their consequent, a filter is applied on the rules to guarantee that only regular items are recommended.
Analysis of Complexity
In this section we analyze the computational complexity of the DaVI approach using the Item-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Association Rules based (AR) algorithms as base recommenders. According to (Deshpande & Karypis, 2004a) , the complexity of the CF algorithm for building a recommendation model is O(q 2 × j), where q is the number of items and j is the number of sessions. Using CF as base recommender, the computational complexity of the DaVI approach is O((q +v) 2 ×j), where v denotes the sum of the quantity of different values in each dimension. Therefore, in terms of number of dimension values, the complexity is O(v 2 ). Figure 2 (a) illustrates the expected computational behavior of the DaVI approach. For this figure, we define a small number of items (q = 20) and sessions (j = 100) in order to emphasize the behavior of the DaVI approach with respect to the number of values v. In Figure 2 (b), we use a higher number of items (q = 200) and sessions (j = 1000) to confirm that the impact of v is reduced if q and j is much bigger than v.
Regarding the AR technique, the complexity is O(b × j × 2 ), where j is the number of sessions, is the length of the longest frequent itemset, and b is the number of maximal frequent itemsets (Zaki, 2004) . Assuming t as the number of dimensions in the longest frequent itemset, we can say that the computational complexity for the DaVI approach using the AR technique is O(b × j × 2 +t ). Thus, the complexity with respect to the number of dimensions is O(2 t ). In Figure 3 , we can see the expected computational behavior of the DaVI approach using the AR technique. We estimate the values b = 14, = 7 and j = 30000 based on information of our biggest data set (Section 5.1).
Although the complexity of the DaVI approach using the AR technique is exponential, in practice, we usually have a small number of dimensions in the longest frequent itemset (e.g., from 1 to 3). Moreover, the complexity is more favorable when the data sets are sparse (Angiulli et al., 2004) . We have confirmed empirically this fact in Section 5.3.4. 
DaVI Based Algorithms
As stated before, an important issue with respect to the DaVI approach is to determine which dimensions should be included in a recommendation model, given that some dimensions are more informative than others. This is related to the problem of feature selection that has been extensively addressed in data mining (Liu & Motoda, 1998) . In this section, we address this problem by proposing three different algorithms. The first one, called DaVI-BEST, evaluates and selects the best dimension in a data set to build the multidimensional recommendation model. The second algorithm, called DaVI-FS, combines DaVI-BEST with a sequential forward selection algorithm in order to select the best combination of dimensions to build the multidimensional model. The last algorithm, called DaVI-ALL, consists in the simple idea of applying the DaVI approach simultaneously on all existing dimensions in a data set to build the multidimensional model.
DaVI-BEST Algorithm
To determine the best dimension for a given top-N recommender algorithm A, the DaVI-BEST algorithm first applies the DaVI approach on each candidate dimension and builds its respective multidimensional recommendation model. Then, it evaluates each model and selects the best dimension, the one whose recommendation model presents the best performance. The original set of training data is split into two parts: one which is used to learn the model (training set) and another to evaluate it, called the validation set.
To evaluate each of the candidate recommendation models, we need an evaluation metric. There are several metrics which are used to evaluate the performance of recommender algorithms, such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Precision, Recall, F1, ROC Curves, Coverage, Learning Rate, Novelty and so forth (Herlocker et al., 2004) . From these metrics, Precision, Recall and F1 are the most common metrics used to evaluate top-N recommender algorithms, since they focus on recommending high quality items (Basu et al., 1998; Billsus & Pazzani, 1998; Sarwar et al., 2000a,b; Adomavicius et al., 2005; Tso & Schmidt-Thieme, 2006; Huang et al., 2007; Zanker, 2008; Kwon, 2008; Symeonidis et al., 2009; Rendle et al., 2009) . Although both Precision and Recall are very important for the quality judgment of top-N recommendations, we do not use them directly here because they are often conflicting in nature (Cleverdon et al., 1966) . For instance, increasing the number of recommendations N tends to increase Recall but decrease Precision, and vice-versa. Therefore, instead of Precision and Recall, we use the F1 metric. This metric combines Precision and Recall with equal weights in a harmonic mean and has a simple interpretation. It ranges from 0 to 1 and higher values indicate better recommendations.
We evaluate each multidimensional recommendation model using the All But One protocol (Breese et al., 1998) with the n-fold cross validation technique (Mitchell, 1997) . The sessions in the data set are randomly partitioned into n subsets. For each fold, we use n−1 of those subsets of data for training and the remaining data for validation. The training set is used to build the recommendation model. For each session in the validation set, we randomly hide one regular item (never a virtual item), referred to as the singleton set H. The remaining items represent the set of observables, O, based on which the top-N recommendations are generated. The F1 metric is computed by comparing, for each session in the validation set, the set of recommendations generated R against the singleton set H for that session, as follows:
Once we have F1 values for each candidate dimension and fold, we can select the best one. Firstly, we select the dimensions whose F1 values are significantly higher than F1 values of the pure two-dimensional recommendation model (without additional dimensions). To do that, we apply the paired t-test, with a 95% confidence level, to the n folds. Then, we compute the average of the F1 values for each candidate dimension selected in the previous step, and select the one with the highest F1 value to build the final multidimensional recommendation model on the whole data set. The DaVI-BEST algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Firstly, the algorithm sets to "∅" (empty set) the variables µ F , µ F ,D and D + . The variables µ F and µ F ,D denote the values of the evaluation measure (F1, in this case) for each fold in F and dimension in D. The variable D + stores the informative dimensions and respective F1 values in the form < dimension, F 1 values >. Here, a dimension is informative if its respective multidimensional model presents an F1 value significantly higher than the F1 value of the two-dimensional model. In line 4, the function create-folds partitions the sessions into n folds which are used to evaluate the dimensions through their respective multidimensional recommendation models.
The next step (lines 5-8 of the Algorithm 1) consists of building n twodimensional models from all folds but one and evaluating them on the remaining fold. To build a model, we can use any two-dimensional top-N recommender algorithm. The function A builds a model and the function eval evaluates it against the validation set, calculating the F1 metric as described before. These F1 values will be used as reference to evaluate the performance of the multidimensional models in lines 14-16.
The evaluation and selection of informative dimensions are performed in the lines 9-17 of the Algorithm 1. Lines 10-13 build the multidimen-
Algorithm 1 DaVI-BEST algorithm
Input: A set of multidimensional sessions S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s j }, where each session s is a tuple defined by a user u ∈ U , a set of accessed items I s ⊆ I and a set of dimension values
A, a top-N recommender algorithm; n, the number of folds which are used to evaluate the multidimensional models; N , the number of recommendations generated during the evaluation of the models. Output: M , an object containing the final two-dimensional or multidimensional recommendation model.
1: µ F := ∅; {F1 values, for each fold, calculated using the two-dimensional models} 2: µ F ,D := ∅; {F1 values, for each fold and dimension, calculated using the multidimensional models} 3: D + := ∅; {Set of pairs < dimension, F 1 values > for informative dimensions} 4: F := create-folds(S , n); 5: for all folds F ∈ F do 6:
for all folds F ∈ F do 11: sional models for each fold and evaluate them on the corresponding validation data (using the function eval to compute the F1 metric). The function DaVI converts a set of multidimensional sessions into a set of extended twodimensional sessions, as described in Section 3. Lines 14-16 analyze whether the F1 values of the multidimensional models are significantly higher than the F1 values of their respective pure two-dimensional models (without additional dimensions) or not. The analysis is performed using the function t-test that computes an one-sided paired t-test with a 95% confidence level (significance level α = 0.05). In line 15, the dimensions that are informative are stored in the set D + with their respective F1 values.
Finally, we test whether the set D + is empty or not. If it is not, we use the function argmax to return the dimension D + ∈ D + which provides the highest F1 value (line 19). Then, using the dimension D + , we apply the DaVI approach on the whole set of sessions S to build the final multidimensional recommendation model (line 20) . If the set D + is empty, we use the whole set of sessions S to build the pure two-dimensional model (line 22). The final multidimensional or two-dimensional recommendation model is returned in line 24 of Algorithm 1.
DaVI-FS Algorithm
The DaVI-BEST algorithm identifies one single informative dimension: the best one. In this section, we prospose DaVI-FS, which employs forward selection (Jain & Zongker, 1997; Liu & Motoda, 1998) to identify the best combination of dimensions. DaVI-FS is a generalization on DaVI-BEST and also uses the DaVI operator. The sequential forward selection algorithm applied is a simple greedy search algorithm that starts from an empty set of selected dimensions, C = ∅, and sequentially adds the dimension D that results in the greatest improvement for an objective function J( C +D), where C represents the previously selected dimensions. The DaVI-FS algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
Similarly to the DaVI-BEST algorithm, we use variables µ F , µ F , C and C to store, respectively, the F1 values for the two-dimensional recommendation models, the F1 values for the multidimensional models (using combinations of dimensions) and the pair < combination of dimensions, F 1 values > for the best combination. In line 5, the function create-folds generates the n folds which are used to evaluate the combinations of dimensions through their respective multidimensional recommendation models.
Lines 6-9 of the Algorithm 2) build two-dimensional models (without the combination of additional dimensions) and evaluate them for the n folds. Again, we can use any two-dimensional top-N recommender algorithm in order to build the models. Here, we also use the function eval to evaluate the models, which consists in calculating the F1 metric. These F1 values will be used as reference to analyze the statistical significance of the gains obtained with the multidimensional models for each combination of dimensions (lines 17-19).
The sequential forward selection algorithm is applied in lines 10-27 of the Algorithm 2. Lines 12-20 build the multidimensional models by combining the current set of selected dimensions and each of the remaining ones. The models are evaluated for each fold by calculating their F1 values. Here, the function DaVI converts a set of multidimensional sessions into a set of extended two-dimensional sessions, as described in Section 3. The new
Algorithm 2 DaVI-FS algorithm
Input: A set of sessions S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s j }, where each session s is a tuple defined by a user u ∈ U , a set of accessed items I s ⊆ I and a set of dimension values
A, a top-N recommender algorithm; n, the number of folds which are created to evaluate the multidimensional models; N , the number of recommendations generated during the evaluation of the models. Output: M , an object containing the final two-dimensional or multidimensional recommendation model.
1: µ F := ∅; {F1 values, for each fold, calculated using the two-dimensional models} 2: µ combinations of dimensions whose respective recommendation models are significantly better than the two-dimensional model are stored in the set C + with their respective F1 values. In line 21, the function argmax returns the combination C + ∈ C + which provides the highest value for the objective function, i.e., F1 value.
Given that sequential forward selection is a computationally expensive algorithm, we define a constraint that must be tested before moving to the next iteration. In lines 22-26 of the Algorithm 2, we test whether the mean F1 value for the current best combination of dimensions is higher than the mean F1 value for the previous best combination or not. If the F1 value for the current best combination is higher, we will move to the next iteration (lines 10-27). Otherwise, we stop the algorithm and return the final recommendation model. Although such a constraint can improve the time performance of the algorithm, it also increases the possibility of selecting a locally optimal combination instead of a globally optimal one.
As in DaVI-BEST, the algorithm may return a multidimensional or a two-dimensional model (lines 28 − 33).
DaVI-ALL Algorithm
Finally, we define an algorithm that uses all the dimensions without any selection strategy, which is presented in Algorithm 3. In line 1, we test whether there are dimensions to build a multidimensional model or not. If there are dimensions, the function DaVI converts all of them into virtual items simultaneously to build the final multidimensional recommendation model (line 2). Otherwise, the algorithm builds a pure two-dimensional recommendation model (line 4). The final model is returned in line 6.
Algorithm 3 DaVI-ALL algorithm
Input: A set of sessions S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s j }, where each session s is a tuple defined by a user u ∈ U , a set of accessed items I s ⊆ I and a set of dimension values 
Generating Top-N Recommendations with Multidimensional Models
Once we have a multidimensional recommender model in M , we can generate the recommendations. Algorithm 4 generates recommendations using a multidimensional model built by the DaVI-BEST, the DaVI-FS or the DaVI-ALL algorithm.
In line 1, the algorithm analyzes whether M contains a multidimensional or a two-dimensional model. If it contains a multidimensional model M , we retrieve it to generate the set of N recommendations R for the active session s a (lines 2-4). In this case, regular and virtual items are used to generate the recommendations but the function filter guarantees that only regular items are recommended. On the other hand, if M contains a twodimensional model M , we retrieve it to generate the N recommendations using only regular items as input (lines 6-7). Line 9 of the Algorithm 4 returns the top-N recommendations R for the active session s a .
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for top-N recommendations with a DaVI multidimensional model
Input: An object M containing a recommender model; an active session s a = u a , I s a , D s a defined by a user u a ∈ U , a set of accessed items I s a ⊆ I and a set of dimension values
; the number of recommendations N that will be generated. Output: R, the top-N recommendations for the active session s a . 
Empirical Evaluation
In this section we empirically evaluate the ability of the DaVI approach to improve the recommendations of the Item-based Collaborative Filtering (Section 3.1) and Association Rules based (Section 3.2) algorithms. Basically, we answer three research questions:
1. Is the DaVI-BEST algorithm able to take advantage of useful information in multidimensional data to achieve better predictive ability than a two-dimensional recommender algorithm? 2. Does the use of more than one additional dimension (DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms) provide better predictive ability than using the single best dimension (DaVI-BEST algorithm)? 3. Does the DaVI-BEST algorithm present better predictive ability than other multidimensional algorithms proposed in the literature?
Additionally, we also evaluate the scalability of the three DaVI based algorithms with respect to the number of dimensions available in a data set for building a multidimensional model.
Data Sets
One major challenge in multidimensional recommendation research is the lack of large scale annotated data sets (Palmisano et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010; Verbert et al., 2012) . Previous researches usually experiment on a small data set collected through user studies. Although undoubtedly useful, this approach is limited because the user studies are usually very expensive and their scales are small.
In this paper, the evaluation is carried out on three different real world data sets. The first two data sets come from Palco Principal 2 , a web site of Portuguese music. The first one, called Listener, contains accesses to music tracks of the site. Each session in this data set represents all accesses from a user to music tracks since the first enrollment of the user in the site. The data set has 62,208 accesses, 6,428 different items (music tracks) and 9,740 sessions. In addition, it presents a minimum of 2 items, a mean of 6.3 items and a maximum of 997 items per session. The second data set, called Playlist, represents the set of music tracks explicitly selected by registered users to include in their individual playlist. Here, each session corresponds to a playlist and contains the music tracks selected for the playlist. The data set has 37,022 accesses, 5,428 different items (music tracks) and 4,417 sessions. Furthermore, it presents a minimum of 2 items, a mean of 8.3 items and a maximum of 798 items per session. The additional dimensions for both data sets are presented in Table 4 .
The first group of dimensions is related to the time and location of the accesses and it is obtained by pre-processing web access data. The second one consists of domain specific information and it is collected from the content The band which plays a music track. music genre The genre of a music track (pop, rock, jazz, and so forth). instrumental If a music track is instrumental or not. management system (CMS) of the web site. The web site does not register time and location information for the Playlist, so, for this data set, we only have dimensions which are domain specific information collected from the CMS of the web site.
Besides the previous two new data sets, the evaluation is also carried out on a third data set, called Entree 3 . This is a public data set that contains a record of user's interactions with the Entree Chicago restaurant recommender system. The users interact with the system by stating their preferences with respect to a given restaurant, and the system recommends restaurants that are adequate for the users based on their preferences. A session in this data set represents the user's interactions with the system during a single visit. The data set has 149,849 accesses, 639 different items (restaurants) and 31,440 sessions. It also has a minimum of 2 items, a mean of 4.7 items and a maximum of 47 items per session. The additional dimensions for this data set are presented in Table 5 . All dimensions are obtained by pre-processing the session files, which come with the data set.
Experimental Setup and Evaluation Metrics
To measure the predictive ability of the recommender systems, we calculate the Precision, Recall and F1 metrics using the All But One protocol The intention of navigation in a restaurant recommendation system (for example, the search for a restaurant cheaper, closer, more traditional, more creative, and so forth).
with 10-fold cross validation as described in Section 4.1. Then, for each metric, the 10 global values are summarized using mean and standard deviation. To compare two recommendation algorithms, we apply the two-sided paired t-test, with a 95% confidence level, on the 10 global values of each metric. For the comparison, the null hypothesis considers that both algorithms are equal (in terms of Precision, Recall or F1 metric). The alternative hypothesis considers that both algorithms are different. We run the experiments for N equal 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10, where N is the number of items to be recommended by the top-N recommender systems. With respect to recommendation algorithms, we use the Item-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) and the Association Rules based (AR), which were described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. In CF, the N recommendations are generated based on their 4 most similar items (the 4 nearest neighbors). We ran a first set of experiments using different numbers of neighbors and analyzed the F1 metric for these experiments. We observed in our data sets that the values for F1 tend to increase from 2 to 4 neighbors. For 5 neighbors, the values were a bit worse than the F1 value for 4 neighbors. Therefore, we have chosen the 4 most similar items to generate the recommendations. We can see this behavior, for the Listener data set, in Figure 4 . In AR, the recommendation models are built using a minimum support value determined to keep at least 50% of the items in the data set. The minimum confidence values are defined as being the support value of the third most frequent item in the data set. This allows the generation of at least three rules without antecedent that can be used by default, in the case that no other rules applies. 
Empirical Results
In this section, we answer the previous three research questions. We present empirical results (i.e., Precision, Recall and F1 values) and discuss them in order to answer each of them.
Evaluating the DaVI-BEST Algorithm
In this section, we answer our first research question: Is the DaVI-BEST algorithm able to take advantage of useful information in multidimensional data to achieve better predictive ability than a two-dimensional recommender algorithm? To do this, we have implemented Algorithms 1 and 4, using the CF and AR recommendation techniques, and tested them on the three data sets. In Algorithm 1, the procedures that select the best additional dimension to build the multidimensional model were implemented using internal 5-fold cross validation in order to reduce the computational time.
When the base recommender is CF, the DaVI-BEST algorithm is significantly better than the two-dimensional algorithm (user × item). This can be observed in Table 6 . For the first two data sets, the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents F1 gains ranging from 11.9% to 33.7% (Listener ), and from 7.6% to 25.4% (Playlist). In the Entree data set, the improvement of the models using the DaVI-BEST algorithm is quite small (F1 average gain of 1.1%) although they are also statistically significant. Additionally, we have analyzed which additional dimensions are selected by the DaVI-BEST algorithm to build the final multidimensional models. The dimension band is always selected in the Listener and Playlist data sets, independently of fold and value of N . On the other hand, in the Entree data set, the selected dimension varies depending on the fold and value of N . The analysis shows that the DaVI-BEST algorithm selects the dimension intention or week day to build the multidimensional models, and that sometimes it does not select any dimension in some folds. In these cases, the DaVI-BEST algorithm outputs the two-dimensional model. In any case, for CF, the DaVI-BEST algorithm is able to identify and exploit informative dimensions. With respect to the AR models, our results also show that the DaVI-BEST algorithm is significantly better than the two-dimensional algorithm (user × item). Table 7 presents the values (i.e., Precision, Recall and F1 metric) obtained using the DaVI-BEST algorithm. All the values are statistically significant. For Listener, Playlist and Entree data sets, we have F1 average gains of 26.16%, 13.66% and 4.58%, respectively.
For the AR technique, we have also analyzed which additional dimensions are selected by the DaVI-BEST algorithm to build the final multidimensional models. Again, the dimension band is always selected to build the multidimensional models for the Listener and Playlist data sets, independently of fold and value of N . Unlike what has been observed with the CF technique, in the Entree data set, the dimension intention is always selected to build the multidimensional models with the AR technique. Again, DaVI-BEST identifies and exploits informative dimensions.
In summary, the results of the experiments show that the DaVI-BEST algorithm is able to exploit additional dimensions to improve the predictive ability of top-N recommender systems. Moreover, the good results obtained with the Listener and Playlist data sets indicate that the algorithm can be used to improve the music recommendation in the Palco Principal web site. The answer to our first questions is therefore positive: the DaVI-BEST algorithm is able to take advantage of useful information in multidimensional data to achieve better predictive ability than a two-dimensional recommender algorithm. 
Evaluating the DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL Algorithms Against the
DaVI-BEST Algorithm The second question, Does the use of more than one additional dimension (DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms) provide better predictive ability than using the single best dimension (DaVI-BEST algorithm)?, is answered in this section. To do that, we have implemented Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 for DaVI-BEST, DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms, respectively, in order to build the multidimensional recommender models. We have also implemented Algorithm 4 to generate the recommendations for the three DaVI algorithms. In Algorithm 1 and 2, the procedures which select the best additional dimension and the best combination of dimensions, respectively, are implemented using internal 5-fold cross validation.
Using the CF technique, both the DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms are usually not significantly different from the DaVI-BEST algorithm. This can be observed in Table 8 .
For the DaVI-FS algorithm, we have confirmed that it is significantly better than the DaVI-BEST in only 1 out of 10 comparisons for Precision, Recall and F1 metric. Moreover, the DaVI-FS algorithm timed-out in all comparisons carried out in the Listener data set (symbol "-" in Table 8 ). Additionally, we have also analyzed the number of dimensions selected by DaVI-FS algorithm to build a final model. In the Playlist data set, the algorithm has selected combinations of 2 dimensions in 69% of the experiments. The usage of only 1 dimension is the most frequent situation in the Entree data set and it occurs in 32% of the experiments.
With respect to the DaVI-ALL algorithm, we have confirmed that it is significantly better than the DaVI-BEST in 5 out of 15 comparisons. In 1 out of 15, it is significantly worse than the DaVI-BEST, and in other 9 comparisons, both algorithms obtain equivalent performance. Here, the DaVI-ALL algorithm uses all the regular and virtual items (dimension values) to build a multidimensional model. However, the CF technique generates recommendations based on the k most similar items to a candidate recommendation. Therefore, although the model contains all the virtual items (dimension values), only a few of them are used to generate the recommendations. When the base recommender is AR, the DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms are usually also not significantly different from the DaVI-BEST algorithm (see Table 9 ).
In Table 9 , the DaVI-FS algorithm is significantly better than the DaVI-BEST algorithm in 3 out of 15 comparisons for Precision, Recall and F1 metric. In the other 12 comparisons, the algorithms are not significantly different. With respect to the number of dimensions selected by DaVI-FS algorithm, in the Listener data set the algorithm has selected combinations of 2 dimensions in 80% of the experiments. In the Playlist data set, the combinations of 2 dimensions are used in 58% of the experiments. Finally, in the Entree data set, the usage of only 1 dimension to build the final model occurs in 40% of the experiments, and combinations of 2 dimensions in others 40%.
Regarding the DaVI-ALL algorithm, it is better in 1 out of 10 comparisons, worse in 2 out of 10, and equivalent to DaVI-BEST in the other 7 comparisons. In all comparisons performed in the Listener data set, the DaVI-ALL algorithm timed-out (symbol "-" in Table 9 ). Here, the AR technique, which is used as base recommender by the DaVI-ALL algorithm, selects a few regular and virtual items as frequent in order to generate the rules and, consequently, the recommendations. Therefore, although the algorithm can use all the virtual items (dimension values), only a few of them are selected to take part of the multidimensional model. Based on the results presented here, the answer for our second question is: No, the use of more than one additional dimension (DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms) does not provide better predictive ability than using the single best dimension (DaVI-BEST algorithm). We can see by the experiments that both DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL, with CF and AR techniques as base recommenders, do not provide more accurate recommendations than the DaVI-BEST algorithm. In most of the cases presented in Tables 8 and 9 , DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL are not significantly different than DaVI-BEST. Additionally, we also observe that DaVI-FS using the CF technique and DaVI-ALL using the AR technique timed-out in the Listener data set. This happened because this data set has a large number of dimensions, which make it difficult for both algorithms to process the large data set generated. Finally, we also verified that although the DaVI-ALL algorithm can use all the dimensions in a data set to build a multidimensional model and generate recommendations, it only uses a few of them for this purpose. All these facts make us believe that the DaVI-BEST algorithm is a better option to build a multidimensional model than the DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms.
5.3.3. Evaluating the DaVI-BEST Algorithm Against Other Algorithms Proposed in the Literature In this section, we answer our last research question, Does the DaVI-BEST algorithm present better predictive ability than other multidimensional algorithms proposed in the literature? To answer this question, we have compared the DaVI-BEST against two other algorithms proposed in the literature.
DaVI-BEST versus Combined Reduction-Based Algorithm
The first algorithm is the combined reduction-based (Adomavicius et al., 2005) . To the best of our knowledge, it is considered the first algorithm for multidimensional recommender systems and has been used in the literature as a baseline to evaluate multidimensional recommendation algorithms (Lu et al., 2008; Panniello et al., 2009; Baltrunas & Ricci, 2009 . To carry out the evaluation, we have implemented Algorithm 1 for the DaVI-BEST algorithm, and the algorithm presented in (Adomavicius et al., 2005) for the combined reduction-based algorithm. We have combined both algorithms with the CF and AR recommendation techniques, and tested them on the three data sets used so far. For the DaVI-BEST algorithm (Algorithm 1), the procedures that select the best additional dimension to build the final multidimensional model were implemented using internal 5-fold cross validation. In order to have a fair evaluation, in the combined reduction-based algorithm (Adomavicius et al., 2005) , the procedures that select the best segments were also implemented using internal 5-fold cross validation.
With the CF technique, the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents better results (i.e., Precision, Recall and F1 metric) than the combined reductionbased algorithm in the Listener and Playlist data sets. We can observe this fact in Table 10 . In the Listener data set, the values presented in Table 10 represent Pre-cision gains ranging from 11.7% to 33.7%, Recall gains from 11.3% to 33.7%, and F1 gains from 11.9% to 33.7%. In the same table, for the Playlist data set, we have gains of Precision ranging from 7% to 25.4%, Recall from 7.3% to 25.4%, and F1 from 7.6% to 25.4%. With respect to the Entree data set, we can see in Table 10 that the algorithms present Precision, Recall and F1 metric which are generally not significantly different. This is true for N taking values 1, 2, 3 and 5. For N = 10, the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents values which are better than the combined reduction-based algorithm. The values represent small gains of 1.6%, 0.8% and 0.87% for Precision, Recall and F1 metric, respectively, but they are all statistically significant. An interesting fact is that the results in Listener and Playlist are equal in Tables 6 and 10 . This fact occurs because the models built with the segments do not outperform the pure two-dimensional model, and, therefore, the combined reduction-based algorithm generates its recommendations based on the pure two-dimensional recommender model (user × item). This means that combined reduction-based algorithm is not able to use the information in the dimensions to improve the recommendations of CF on these data sets, while DaVI-BEST is. In the Entree data set, the segments browser (from the dimension intention) and week day (from the dimension work day) outperform the two-dimensional recommender model and generate more accurate recommendations.
With respect to the AR models, we see in Table 11 that the DaVI-BEST algorithm is significantly better than the combined reduction-based algorithm in the Listener and Entree data sets. In the Playlist data set, the algorithms are equivalent. In Table 11 , the values in the Listener data set provide gains of Precision ranging from 5% to 11.7%, Recall from 5% to 10.7%, and F1 from 5% to 11.2%. In the Entree data set, we have gains in Precision ranging from 1.3% to 7.4%, in Recall from 0.6% to 7.4%, and in F1 from 0.7% to 7.4%. Regarding the Playlist data set, the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents worse results than the combined reduction-based algorithm. However, according to the paired t-test, these losses are not statistically significant.
An interesting fact regarding the Listener and Playlist data sets is that the dimension band, which is widely selected by the DaVI-BEST algorithm, is not used by the combined reduction-based recommender algorithm. In the Listener data set, the combined reduction-based recommender algorithm usually selects segments from the dimensions work day, work hour, location, music genre and instrumental. In the Playlist data set, it selects segments from the dimensions music genre and instrumental. Thus, we observe that each algorithm uses a different set of dimensions to improve the accuracy of its recommendations.
Thus, from our experiments, we can assume that the DaVI-BEST presents better predictive ability than the combined reduction-based algorithm. The DaVI-BEST algorithm has better performance in 4 out of 6 experiments (i.e., data set × base recommender). In the other 2, the performance is equivalent.
DaVI-BEST versus Weight Post-Filtering Algorithm
The second algorithm, which we have compared the DaVI-BEST, is the weight post-filtering (PoF) (Panniello et al., 2009) . To carry out the evaluation, we used the DaVI-BEST algorithm, and implemented the algorithm for weight post-filtering presented in (Panniello et al., 2009 ). Again, we have combined both algorithms with the CF and AR recommendation techniques, and tested them on the three data sets used so far.
When the base recommender is CF, the DaVI-BEST is significantly better than the weight post-filtering algorithm (Weight PoF) in the Listener and Playlist data sets. This can be observed in Table 12 . For these two data sets, the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents F1 gains ranging from 10.7% to 32.1% (Listener ), and from 6.6% to 8.7% (Playlist). In the Entree data set, we have a F1 gain of 0.9% for N = 10. For N equal to 2 and 3, we have losses of 2.2% and 1.4%, respectively. Finally, for N equal to 1 and 5, both algorithms present results which are not significantly different.
Regarding the AR models, we see in Table 13 that the DaVI-BEST algorithm is significantly better than the weight post-filtering algorithm in all data sets. In Table 13 , the values for the Listener data set provide gains of Precision ranging from 17.6% to 35.7%, Recall from 17.6% to 33.3%, and F1 from 17.6% to 32.7%. For the Playlist data set, we have gains in Precision, Recall and F1 between 9% and 13%. Finally, in the Entree data set, we have gains between 12% and 20% for Precision, Recall and F1 metric. Here, we can assume that the DaVI-BEST algorithm also presents better predictive ability than the weight post-filtering algorithm. The DaVI-BEST has better performance in 5 out of 6 experiments (i.e., data set × base recommender). In conclusion, the answer to our last research question is: Yes, the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents better predictive ability than other multidimensional algorithms proposed in the literature. We have shown that it has better performance than the combined reduction-based algorithm in 4 out of 6 experiments, and better performance than weight post-filtering algorithm in 5 out of 6 experiments.
Scalability of the DaVI Based Algorithms
In this section, we analyze the scalability of the DaVI-BEST, DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms with respect to the number of dimensions available in a data set for building a multidimensional model. We analyze the time that the algorithms take to build a model when the data set contains only one dimension, two dimensions, three dimensions and so forth. To do that, we have first determined a random sequence for the dimensions in our three data sets. Then, we have measured the time required by each algorithm to build its multidimensional model considering the first dimension in the sequence, the first two dimensions, the first three dimensions and so forth.
For the sake of simplicity, we have only computed the time spent to build the multidimensional models (i.e., internal models for evaluation of the dimensions and the final model for recommendation), excluding the time for any other task. For the DaVI-BEST algorithm, we have summed the time taken to build all internal models and also the final one. The same is done for the DaVI-FS algorithm. Here, we ran all iterations of this algorithm (without applying the stopping criterion defined in Section 4.2). For both the DaVI-BEST and DaVI-FS algorithms, we have also simplified the execution by running them using an internal All But One protocol without cross validation, and randomly selecting the best dimension. Finally, for the DaVI-ALL algorithm, we have summed the time spent building the multidimensional model with all dimensions together. The results presented in Figures 5 and 6 were obtained using an Intel Core i7 920 PC with a CPU clock rate of 2.66 GHZ, 12 GB of main memory, and running the Ubuntu Linux operating system.
In Figure 5 , we observe that DaVI-BEST scales linearly with the number of dimensions, DaVI-FS scales exponentially with the number of dimensions, and DaVI-ALL remains roughly constant with a small increase in time as the number of dimensions grows.
With respect to the Listener data set, the first dimension chosen randomly is week day. This dimension will add 7 new rows and columns to the similarity matrix, independently of the DaVI algorithm. On the other hand, when we have all the 10 dimensions, the DaVI-BEST algorithm can add until 2296 new rows and columns to the matrix by using the dimension band, and the DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL will add 2471 new rows and columns to the matrix (i.e., the sum of the number of values available for all dimensions). For the Playlist data set, when the number of dimensions is equal to 1, we have the dimension music genre that adds 32 rows and columns to the similarity matrix. With a number of dimensions equal to 3, DaVI-BEST can add until 1862 rows and columns to the matrix by using the dimension band, and the other two algorithms will add 1896 rows and columns to the matrix (i.e., the number of values available for the 3 dimensions, band, music genre and instrumental ). Finally, for the Entree, the first dimension chosen randomly is hour, which will add 24 rows and columns to the similarity matrix. When we have all the 7 dimensions, DaVI-BEST can use the dimension day and add until 31 rows and columns to the matrix. The DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL will add 85 rows and columns to the similarity matrix (i.e., the number of values available for all the 7 dimensions). In Figure 6 , where the AR technique is used as base recommender, we also observe that DaVI-BEST scales linearly, DaVI-FS scales exponentially and DaVI-ALL remains roughly constant. The AR models are built using the same minimum support and confidence values defined for the previous experiments. In Figure 6 , we also see that the DaVI-FS and DaVI-ALL algorithms timed-out in the Listener data set with 9 and 10 dimensions.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the curves have similar shapes in both cases (i.e., CF and AR). 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed a multidimensional recommendation approach, called DaVI (Dimensions as Virtual Items). It consists in using the values of the additional dimensions (e.g., contextual or background information) as (virtual) items to enable the application of existing two-dimensional recommender algorithms for the generation of recommendations using the additional dimensions. The main advantage of this approach is that it can be applied on different off-the-shelf two-dimensional recommender algorithms.
We have implemented three variants of the DaVI approach. The first one, the DaVI-BEST algorithm, automatically selects the best additional dimension (from a set of dimensions), transforms the original data set with this extra information and builds a multidimensional model to generate the recommendations. The second algorithm, called DaVI-FS, combines the DaVI-BEST with a sequential forward selection algorithm in order to select the best combination of dimensions to build the multidimensional model. Finally, the DaVI-ALL algorithm applies the DaVI approach on all existing dimensions in a data set at the same time.
The results of our empirical evaluation showed that the DaVI-BEST algorithm improves the predictive ability of top-N recommender systems and is able to identify and exploit informative dimensions for recommendations. It is followed by the DaVI-ALL and DaVI-FS algorithms, which obtain similar performance to the DaVI-BEST algorithm but requiring more time and/or memory. The DaVI-BEST has also presented better performance than two multidimensional algorithms proposed in the literature, the combined reduction-based and the weight post-filtering.
There are several directions to be explored in the future. The DaVI approach can be tried on other recommender algorithms, such as Markov Models (Deshpande & Karypis, 2004b) and SVD approaches (Brand, 2003) . There are other multidimensional algorithms which could be compared with our approach. They have been presented in Section 2, but implementing some of them will take some time. Therefore, we have chosen as reference two state-of-the art algorithms. It would also be important to further challenge the DaVI approach with new data sets, in order to validate the conclusions of this paper. However, there is a lack of large scale annotated data sets for multidimensional recommendation researches (Palmisano et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010; Verbert et al., 2012) . Therefore, it would be important to devote some time investigating new ways for building multidimensional data sets (Palmisano et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010; Hariri et al., 2011) .
